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Abstract This paper presents a freewheel-charge-pump-

controlled design for a single-inductor multiple-output

(SIMO) DC–DC Converter. By applying the freewheel-

charge-pump-controlled (FCPC) technique, the freewheel

switching time is reused, and two extra charge-pump out-

puts are provided by time recycling, with no cost in time

sequences. The converter has two step-up outputs and two

charge-pump outputs that can be higher or lower than the

input supply. The converter utilizes a 1 lH inductor,

4.7 lF charge-pump capacitors and 33 lF output capaci-

tors at a frequency of 1 MHz. The proposed converter

shows low cross-regulation and achieves a maximum

loading current of 70 mA. Fabricated in a 0.18-lm CMOS

process, the proposed circuit occupies 1.3 9 1.3 mm2.

Experimental results demonstrate that the converter suc-

cessfully generates four well-regulated outputs with a sin-

gle inductor. The supply voltage ranged from 1.6 to 2.5 V

and the load regulation performance was 0.08, 0.05, 1.7,

and 1.9 mV/mA for VO1, VO2, VO3 and VO4, respectively.

Keywords Freewheel-charge-pump-controlled (FCPC) �
Freewheel switching � Charge-pump regulator �
Pseudo-continuous conduction mode (PCCM) �
Single-inductor multiple-output (SIMO) converter

1 Introduction

Power management systems have become increasingly

important with rapid growth in the popularity of battery-

operated products such as MP3 players, cellular phones and

digital cameras. The power management system of such

devices provides individual voltages or currents to each

core system, as shown in Fig. 1. DC–DC converters are an

essential component of power management systems. Mul-

tiple output DC–DC converters are able to provide several

regulated supply voltages for a variety of electronic

applications, which may require different supply voltages

for different function modules.

Multiple-output converters are traditionally classified

into two categories: isolated converters and non-isolated

converters. Isolated converters use individual secondary

windings to convert voltage [1]. However, isolated con-

verters do not provide outputs with precise control, and the

multiple windings add cost to the design. Non-isolated

converters with N output voltages either consist of N inde-

pendent single-output conventional DC–DC converters or

employ a single boost converter and N-1 low dropout

(LDO) regulators. As shown in Fig. 2, the former approach

requires N inductors, increasing the system cost and com-

plexity of the PCB board design. The latter approach

inherits the advantages of the LDO, which include a simple

design and low output voltage ripple, but also the disad-

vantage of low efficiency. Several single-inductor multiple-

output (SIMO) switching converters have been proposed in

recent research [2–8]. SIMO converters use only one

inductor and a single control loop to generate multiple

outputs. This architecture has the advantages of lower cost

and simpler PCB board design. SIMO converters have been

utilized in many LCD/OLED and power management

applications [9–12].
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SIMO converters can be divided into two types

according to the operation of the energy flow: (1) multiple

energy storage cycles per switching period and (2) a single

energy storage cycle per switching period [13]. The con-

verter proposed in [14–16] divides a switching period TSW

into N segments, as shown in Fig. 3(a), and stores and

releases energy sequentially to each of the N outputs. This

type of converter can operate in both continuous-conduc-

tion mode (CCM) and discontinuous-conduction mode

(DCM). The advantage of this converter is less cross-reg-

ulation. Instead of storing energy to the inductor N times,

the converters proposed in [10] store energy to the inductor

only once in every switching period TSW. As shown in

Fig. 3(b), the inductor in the converter has enough energy

for all loads at the end of the charge time and delivers

energy to all outputs sequentially. This type also provides

both CCM and DCM operation. Compared to the first-type

converter, the second-type converter has a smaller output

voltage ripple.

In this paper, we introduce a new type of single-inductor

multiple-output (SIMO) DC–DC converter. By applying

the freewheel-charge-pump-controlled (FCPC) technique,

we are able to reuse the freewheel switching time and

increase the number of outputs with no extra time sequence

cost. In Sect. 2, a brief review of the typical architecture of

the SIMO converter and a discussion about its cross-reg-

ulation effect are presented. Section 3 analyzes the opera-

tion and circuit implementation of the proposed converter.

Experimental results are presented and discussed in Sect. 4.

Section 5 presents our conclusions.

2 Topology of typical SIMO DC–DC converter

A SIMO DC–DC converter is usually composed of an off-

chip inductor, off-chip capacitors, on-chip switches (power

transistors), scale networks, and feedback control circuits,

as shown in Fig. 4 [17]. The topology of a SIMO converter

Fig. 2 Conventional multiple-output non-isolated DC–DC converters

Fig. 3 Operation of energy flow in SIMO converters

Fig. 1 Application of the multiple-output DC–DC converter
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is set up as a closed loop. The scale networks adjust the

output voltage and the feedback control circuit detects the

target voltage to control the power transistors. The feed-

back control circuit generates the control phases for power

transistors, producing a stable output voltage. Because

power transistors must be capable of handling high load

currents, they are typically large-area devices, with

dimensions on the order of 104 lm [18]. Unlike the con-

ventional single output converter, the outputs of the SIMO

converter may affect each other because the outputs share

an inductor and the feedback control circuit. This effect,

known as cross-regulation, causes variation in the output

current and voltage, which are affected by the other out-

puts. Cross-regulation can be avoided for multiple-output

converters that generate each output in its individual time

interval.

In terms of energy flow management, relying on mul-

tiple energy storage cycles per switching period more

effectively prevents cross-regulation than using a single

energy storage cycle per switching period. In the latter

approach, the outputs are not separated in CCM/DCM

situations, whereas the former approach operates in the

DCM, and thus solves the cross-regulation problem.

However, DCM operation is only suitable for applications

involving a small load current.

The single-inductor converter with five outputs presented

in [10] employs an ordered power-distributive control, where

each output is related to others in the converter. This design

provides poor cross-regulation and a small loading current. A

time-multiplexing control method in discontinuous con-

duction mode eliminates the cross-regulation effect [14].

The SIMO converter presented in [15] works in both the

pseudo-continuous conduction mode (PCCM) and DCM.

With freewheel switching control, this converter can work in

PCCM to handle a large loading current and demonstrate

minimal cross-regulation; the same converter can also

operate in DCM to minimize cross-regulation. Moreover,

PCCM operation can drive larger load currents than can

DCM operation. However, during power conversion, the

time used in freewheel switching is wasted. In addition, with

an increased number of outputs, the total period of freewheel

switching and the output voltage ripple will also increase.

Importantly, the outputs are idle during the freewheel period

and therefore this time is wasted. This paper presents a new

single-inductor multiple-output DC–DC converter. The

proposed design applies the freewheel-charge-pump-con-

trolled (FCPC) technique to reuse the time periods consumed

by freewheel switching in order to increase the number of

outputs without an extra time sequence.

3 Proposed FCPC SIMO converter

3.1 Power stages of the proposed converter

Figure 5 shows the architecture of the power stage and the

timing diagram of the proposed FCPC SIMO converter.

The converter can operate in DCM under a light load and

PCCM under a heavy load. Compared to a previous design

[15], the proposed FCPC SIMO converter provides two

additional outputs without needing an extra switching

phase during each clock period. The approach for gener-

ating the VO1 and VO2 outputs is similar to that of a con-

ventional SIMO converter, and the two outputs are

generated during phase II and phase V, respectively. The

proposed design uses freewheel charge-pump control to

generate outputs VO3 and VO4 at phase III and phase VI,

respectively. A previous design [15] proposed keeping the

inductor current constant by shorting the inductor during

the freewheel switching phases (III and VI). Under this

approach, the converter is idle and only consumes power

during the freewheel switching phases. The proposed

design reuses the freewheel phases to provide multiple

charge-pump outputs by time and power recycling.

The detailed operation of the proposed converter is

described in the next subsection and the overall architec-

ture of the converter is presented in Sect. 3.3. Section 3.4

introduces the circuit of the freewheel arbitrator, which

determines the start and end of freewheel switching, and

addresses how the converter controls the charging and

discharging of the inductor. Section 3.5 describes the cur-

rent detector, which senses and limits the peak charging

current of the inductor. The soft start circuit, discussed in

Sect. 3.6, ensures the normal operation of the circuit during

the start-up of the power supply.

3.2 Operation of the proposed converter

Figure 6 depicts the operation sequences. Switch Sn is

turned on and the power supply stores energy to the

Fig. 4 Topology of a typical SIMO DC–DC converter
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inductor in phase I. Next, Switch Sn is turned off. S1, S2

and S4 are then turned on, and the inductor delivers energy

to output VO1 and capacitor Cx in phase II. During free-

wheel switching, the Cx top plate is charged from VO1 to

VO1 ? VIN to provide VO3 in phase III. During this phase,

Sf and S3 are switched on and other switches are off. Sn is

switched on in phase IV, and the inductor stores energy

again, as in phase I. However, unlike phase II, the inductor

then delivers energy to output VO2 and capacitor Cy in

phase V. In this phase, Sn is off and S5, S6 and S8 are on. Sf

and S7 are switched on during the freewheel switching

period to charge the Cy top plate from VO2 to VO2 ? VIN to

generate VO4 in phase VI. By repeating the six phases, the

FCPC SIMO DC–DC converter can generate two step-up

outputs and two charge-pump outputs. The charge-pump

outputs VO3 and VO4 can be obtained from Eqs. (1) and (2)

below.

VO3 ffi VIN þ VO1 � ð2VSDðonÞ þ VF þ VPAR þ VREG3Þ
ð1Þ

VO4 ffi VIN þ VO2 � ð2VSDðonÞ þ VF þ VPAR þ VREG4Þ
ð2Þ

where VIN is the supply voltage, VSD(on) is the source-drain

voltage of the power transistor while turned on, VF is the

forward voltage of the Schottky rectifier diode (approxi-

mately 0.8 V), and VPAR represents the voltage drop on all

the parasitic resistance caused by the metal wire inside the

chip, bond wire, lead frame, and the copper trace of the

PCB (approximately 0.01 V). VREG3 represents the maxi-

mum difference of output voltage VO3 during load regu-

lation (approximately 0.034 V) and VREG4 represents the

maximum difference of output voltage VO4 during load

regulation (approximately 0.038 V). By utilizing the free-

wheel-charge-pump-controlled technique, the converter not

only inherits the advantages of cross-regulation suppres-

sion and the ability to provide large current at heavy load,

but also increases the number of outputs through phase

reuse by time recycling.

3.3 Architecture of the proposed converter

Figure 7 shows the block diagram of the proposed SIMO

converter. The SIMO converter generates four outputs:

VO1, VO2, VO3 and VO4. The first two outputs, VO1 and

VO2, are typical step-up outputs with pulse-width modu-

lation (PWM) control. Therefore, the general compensation

network can be used in the feedback loop. VO3 and VO4 are

charge-pump outputs with freewheel-charge-pump-control.

Feedback resistors scale the VO1 and VO2 outputs to aVO1

and bVO2 and the error amplifier detects and amplifies the

difference between the feedback voltage and the reference

voltage. Analog MUX circuits can alternatively select error

amplifier-I or error amplifier-II to generate the output sig-

nal by controlling the selection using a phase control block

as shown in Fig. 8. The phase control block consists of the

JK flip-flop logic circuit, which generates two opposite

clock phases Ua and Ub to turn switches on or off in the

analog MUX. When both J and K inputs are at logic ‘‘high’’

simultaneously during the rising edge of the input clock,

the circuit will toggle from the original ‘‘SET’’ state to a

‘‘RESET’’ state, or vice versa. For example, if the output of

error amplifier-I is sent to the soft start circuit during this

clock period, in the next clock period the output of error

amplifier-II will be sent to the soft start circuit. The PWM

circuit generates control signals based on the output signal

Fig. 5 Power stage of the

proposed FCPC SIMO

converter and its timing diagram
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of the analog MUX circuit. The dead-time control circuit

turns the power transistors on and off in accordance with

the PWM signal and current signals generated by freewheel

arbitrators and the current detector. The freewheel arbi-

trators decide when to turn the freewheel switch Mf on and

off. The current detector detects the inductor current during

charge up and prevents excessive power transistor current.

The proposed freewheel-charge-pump-controlled block

consists of power transistors MP2, MP3, MP4, MP6, MP7 and

MP8 and capacitors Cx and Cy. The control block reuses

existing control signals in PWM control and directly

applies them to the FCPC block. Thus, the FCPC SIMO

converter does not require an extra control circuit.

3.4 Freewheel arbitrator

A freewheel arbitrator detects the inductor current that

flows through the power PMOS MPX, and decides when to

activate the freewheel mechanism. The freewheel arbitrator

is comprised of the circuit blocks of the average sensor and

dynamic sensor, as shown in Fig. 9.

The average sensor calculates the average current of

output loading, which helps determine when the converter

should start freewheel switching. The average current can

be sensed by transistors MA1–MA10. For RA1 to be able to

sense the average current, RA1 should be placed between

COUT and the load. A negative feedback loop is formed by

an amplifier connected as a unity-gain buffer. The amplifier

is comprised of transistors MA1–MA3 and MA5–MA7 with

the inputs at VN1 and VOUT. Therefore, the negative

feedback loop locks VN1 and VOUT at the same voltage.

When VN1 = VOUT, the aspect ratios of transistors

MA1–MA4 are designed to be the same, as is the case for

MA5–MA8. Thus, the same current flows into MA1, MA2,

MA3 and MA4. The resistance of RA2 is designed to be

N times the resistance of RA1. Since VN1 is forced to be the

same as VOUT, the current through RA1 is N times the

current through RA2. As a result, if the current though RA1

is IO, the current through RA2 will be IO/N. Therefore, all

current through MA1, MA2, MA3 and MA4 is equal to IO/2N,

and the current flowing through MA9 is also IO/2N.

This sensing current IO/2N is used to deduct a default

current IDEF, resulting in a difference current through

resistor RASEN that produces voltage VASEN. As the input

pair of comparator 1 is designed with asymmetric transis-

tors, when VASEN is close to zero, the comparator output

Fig. 6 Operation sequences of the proposed FCPC SIMO converter
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will become logical low. When VASEN is significantly

larger than zero, the comparator will generate logical high,

implying that the difference current is a positive value and

that there is a large loading current. When the output of

comparator 1 becomes high to turn SA1 on and SA2 off,

VAVG is equal to VASEN. As the dynamic sensor monitors

the inductor current to discharge to the value of the average

loading current, the converter starts the freewheel switch-

ing of the PCCM. When current IMA11 is less than IDEF,

implying that the loading current is small, the current

flowing through resistor RASEN becomes zero, and there-

fore the voltage VASEN is approximately zero. As the input

pair of comparator 1 is designed by asymmetric transistors,

the output of the comparator goes low, SA2 turns on and

SA1 turns off and VAVG is shorted to ground. When the

current IMA11 is less than IDEF, VAVG becomes zero. When

the dynamic sensor senses that the inductor current has

discharged to zero, the converter starts the freewheel

switching of the DCM operation.

The dynamic sensor is used for sensing the inductor

current during discharge. When the inductor current is

discharged to the DC current level during freewheel, the

following comparator and D flip-flop will generate control

signals to switching operation to freewheel. The function of

the dynamic sensor is to sense the dynamic current of MPX.

When the POWER MOS MPX is turned on, MD1 is also

turned on simultaneously. Due to the closed loop formed

by the error amplifier and MD2, the drain terminals VN2 and

VN3 of MPX and MD1 are locked to the same voltage. Since

the drain, source, and gate voltages of transistors MD1 and

MPX are all the same, their current ratio depends on the

transistor size ratio. Therefore, the dynamic sensor senses

the current through RDSEN to produce VDSEN proportional

to the inductor current, in order to obtain the ratio of the

inductor discharge current. Comparator 2, designed with an

asymmetric input pair, compares two sensing signals

VDSEN and VAVG. When the inductor current discharges to

be less than the average load current (VDSEN \ VAVG), the

comparator output goes high and the D flip-flop produces a

signal PM to control the dead-time control circuit and to

activate the FCPC mechanism (PCCM), which turns on the

freewheel switch Sf (MPF) and turns off the lower-side

power switch Sn (MN). The magnitude of the loading

Fig. 7 Architecture of the

proposed FCPC SIMO

converter

Fig. 8 Analog MUX and phase control circuits
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current affects when the freewheel mechanism starts, and

the mechanism stops when the rising edge of the next clock

arrives. Thus, the duration of freewheel switching depends

on the loading current. When the next rising edge of the

clock arrives and resets the D flip-flop, the signal PM will

control the dead-time control circuit to turn off the free-

wheel switch. Then, UN becomes high to turn on MN, and

the input voltage VIN charges the inductor again. The

feedback loop of the converter or the current detector will

control the dead-time control circuit to determine the

duration of UN = high, which represents the charging time

of the inductor. When there is a heavy load, the charging

time is longer and as the inductor is charged to the required

value or the maximum default value, UN will become low

and UP will turn high. Thus, the inductor starts to discharge

current to the load, and the freewheel arbitrator detects

when the freewheel switch needs to be turned on again to

begin a new cycle. The input pairs of comparator 1 and

comparator 2 in the freewheel arbitrator are designed as

slightly asymmetric architectures, so when the converter

operates in the DCM mode, the reverse inductor current

can be avoided and the power losses caused by the reverse

inductor current can be minimized as well.

3.5 Current detector

The current detector senses the current of the lower-side

Power MOS MN, which is used to prevent the inductor

current from becoming too large. For the current detector

to sense the dynamic inductor current, the utilized amplifier

requires larger bandwidth so as to accurately sense the

current and reduce the timing delay for the following

control circuits. Figure 10 shows the proposed current

detection circuit, which uses an improved error amplifier.

The proposed amplifier only consumes 17 lW power. The

unity-gain bandwidth is 13.1 MHz when load capacitance

is 1 pF, which is fast enough for a SIMO converter oper-

ating at 1 MHz. The DC gain is 42.2 dB at VDD = 1.8 V,

which corresponds to less than 2 % error for both VC1 and

VC2. On the other hand, for the general voltage amplifier,

under the same power consumption, only a unity-gain

bandwidth of 9.05 MHz can be obtained when load

capacitance is also 1 pF. Our proposed amplifier has

increased 44.7 % of the bandwidth. VC1 is equal to VC2

because of the negative feedback loop formed by the

amplifier and MC5. When UN is high, MC1 and MC2 turn off

and transistor MC4 turns on; thus VC1 is equal to VX. The

aspect ratio of transistor MN is N times that of transistor

MC3. As VC2 is equal to VX, the current IMN is N times the

current Isense. When UN is low, MC3 and MN turn off, and

transistors MC1 and MC2 turn on to keep the current

amplifier active.

In this circuit, IB was designed to be small. As a result IS

is almost equal to Isense. Current IS flows through RCS to

generate voltage VCSEN. A comparator compares VCSEN

with a preset voltage Vlimit. When VCSEN is lower than

Fig. 9 Freewheel arbitrator
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Vlimit—in other words, when the inductor current is larger

than the preset value—the comparator output will control

the dead-time control circuit to pull UN to low, in order to

turn off MN. The sensing current is very small relative to

the inductor charging current; this can reduce the quiescent

current and reduce power consumption, achieving high

conversion efficiency. The power loss due to the sensing

resistor RCS is reduced N times.

3.6 Soft start

In the initial power-on state, if there is no soft start circuit,

the output of the converter is directly connected to the

inductor. Because the output voltage is lower than input

voltage, the input voltage will charge the inductor until the

output voltage reaches the target value. As the inductor

charges faster than the rate at which output voltage

increases, the initial fast charging effect often damages the

power transistors or the inductor. Therefore, a soft start is

used to prevent the duty cycle from being too long, which

can result in too large of an inductor current when the

power supply initially turns on. The soft start is even more

important for the step-up converter. Different from the

traditional soft start design, the proposed soft start circuit

block is placed between the PWM controller and the error

amplifier. Because the SIMO converter has several error

amplifiers, when the proposed design is used, it will not be

necessary to include several soft start circuits so as to save

the chip area, which is more suitable for the application of

the SIMO converter design. In this design, the soft start

occurs in three stages, as shown in Fig. 11. The traditional

soft start circuit has only the last two stages. The advantage

of adding the first stage is that after the power supply is

turned on, the four output voltages will be charged to the

level of supply voltage directly, which has largely reduce

the initial boosting time for the outputs of the PWM boost

Fig. 10 Current detector

Fig. 11 a Soft start circuit. b Output voltage during the soft start
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converter. During the first stage (0–t1), the supply starts up,

current IC1 charges capacitor Csoft and Vsoft is smaller than

VOFF1; therefore the low-side comparator sends a control

signal to the dead-time control circuit to turn on switches

Sf(MPF), S1(MP1), S2(MP2), S4(MP4), S5(MP5), S6(MP6) and

S8(MP8) shown in Figs. 5 and 7. The four outputs connect

to the power supply through the freewheel switch Sf, and

the four outputs are directly charged to the supply voltage

VIN. Thus, the second stage begins with all output voltages

equal to the supply voltage VIN. During the second stage

(t1–t2), Vsoft is charged to a value between VOFF1 and

VOFF2 and the output of the low-side comparator turns off

freewheel switch Sf (MPF). However, switch SW1 in

Fig. 11(a) is still on and SW2 is still off. Vsoft directly

controls the duty cycle of the pulse width modulation

(PWM) output. Therefore, the duty cycle increases slowly

with Vsoft and the four output voltages increase to their

target voltage. Soft start ends at t2 when—since Vsoft is

larger than VOFF2—SW1 turns off and SW2 turns on.

During the final stage, output voltages VO1 and VO2 go into

typical PWM control and VO3 and VO4 enter the previously

described freewheel-charge-pump-control, as shown in

Fig. 11(b).

4 Measurement results

The proposed SIMO DC–DC converter was implemented

in a TSMC 1P6M 0.18-lm CMOS process. Figure 12

shows the die microphotograph of the converter. The die

area, including the pads, is 1.3 9 1.3 mm2. The DC–DC

converter has two step-up outputs and two charge-pump

outputs which can be higher or lower than the input supply.

The converter uses a 1-lH inductor, 4.7 lF charge-pump

capacitors and 33 lF output capacitors at a frequency of

1 MHz. The two outputs (VO1 and VO2) are set by the

reference voltage and range from 2.1 to 2.5 V. The two

Fig. 12 Die microphotograph

Fig. 13 Measured waveforms when the four outputs operate in step-

up mode

Fig. 14 Measured line transient responses

Fig. 15 Measured load transient responses
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charge-pump output voltages (VO3 and VO4) are dependent

on the loading current. Figure 13 shows the measured

waveforms of the four boost outputs.

A supply voltage pulsating between 1.8 and 2.3 V was

applied to serve as the input to characterize the line tran-

sient response, and its influence on the output was mea-

sured. Figure 14 shows the results. The line regulations

were 21 and 12 mV/V for VO1 and VO2, respectively.

While the VO2 loading current was rapidly pulsed from 10

to 55 mA, the VO1 loading current stayed unchanged,

demonstrating the load transient response and cross-regu-

lation. The maximum transient output variation of VO2 is

3 mV while VO1 remains the same, as shown in Fig. 15.

Experimental results confirm that the proposed converter

achieves low cross-regulation. Table 1 summarizes the

FCPC SIMO DC–DC converter performance.

5 Conclusion

The FCPC SIMO DC–DC converter proposed in this paper

provides complete control to generate four low cross-

regulation outputs without increasing the switching time.

The converter has two step-up outputs and two charge-

pump outputs which can be higher or lower than the input

supply. The two charge-pump outputs (VO3 and VO4) can

also be regulated by including them inside feedback loops.

The converter applies the freewheel-charge-pump-con-

trolled technique, inheriting the advantages of cross-regu-

lation suppression and the ability to provide large current at

heavy load, while also providing more outputs by phase

reuse through time recycling.
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